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Before starting I would like to stress that my presentation has an ambiguous title. But this is due to                   

the haste with which the titles of conferences and lessons are always prepared. Let me therefore                

dissolve the ambiguity. It is important. First of all, it conveys the idea that there is only one Islam,                   

as well as one Africa. This epistemological error is perhaps one of the worst that can be done: we                   

usually call it to de-historicize or to essentialize. It also gives the idea that the murid case is a                   

particular example of a larger and ingle Islam in Africa. This re-proposes the idea, created by the                 

first generations of scholars of Islam in Africa (obviously in an colonial context), that this continent                

has borrowed and bastardized islam, or at least a purer islamic form. According to this deeply                

colonial vision (also because politically functional to the project that sought to distinguish and              

divide sub-Saharan religious communities from North Africa and Ottoman wold), Black Islam            

(islam noir), would be the result of a graft on a supposedly purer pagan African culture (Marcel                 

Griaule is perhaps the ethnologist who most embodies this colonial vision). This leads to a second                

de-historicizing and de-politicizing confusion, which today remerge on the scene dictated by the             

reaffirmation of jihadist movements on the continent. According to this second confusion radical             

Islam (better known as Wahabism or Salafism, radicalism or jihadist) would not be "naturally"              

issued from local historical contexts and processes, but it would have been imported from bad               

external influences, Arabic, Oriental! The real African Islam, the Sufi and pacifist one, would be               

largely foreign to it. My analysis, attentive to a long-lasting dimension, wants to try to associate                

history and ethnography in order to show how one of the many cases of Islam in Africa is deeply                   

rooted in political, economic and cultural processes that intertwine and clash, in social facts as in                

memories, with other processes, practices and narratives. 

 



Islam has been an historical factor of change in West Africa for about one thousand years.                

The people of the area have moved from being overwhelmingly rural and religious traditional to               

being increasingly urban, muslim and migrants. A variety of islamic institutions and agents have              

contributed to these processes. Two crucial institutions in particular has fostered muslim networks             

and cities: the clerical lineages of the early modern period (seventeenth to nineteenth centuries) and               

Sufi orders that emerged, in this region and as mass phenomenon, in the late nineteenth century and                 

which are today among the most important institutions of contemporary civil society in West              

Africa. 

A network of muslim towns first emerged in the western sudan in the seventeenth century.               

These towns where created by clerical lineages. Muslim clerics (seriñ wolof, ceerno pulaar,             

karamoxo mandinka) were the only literate group at that time. Literacy and religious scholarship              

distinguished them as a group and determined their social and political functions: they served in               

royal courts as diplomates and judges even though the structures of these states were traditionally               

african rather than islamic. They were involved in local and international trade, where they had               

privileged access to muslim traders from many horizons (North Africa). They also rendered magical              

services to other segments of the population, and particularly to warriors. Though muslim             

constituted a minority of the population in the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries, clerics were an               

important elite group, commanding loyal followings of students and clients and having privileged             

access to other important social groups: rulers, warriors, and traders. In exchange for services              

rendered to these groups, the clerics were able to negotiate a measure of autonomy for themselves.                

They could obtain land grant from rulers on which they settled with their families and their                

students, settlements where they taught islamic sciences and where they could lead a good muslim               

life somewhat separated from the un-islamic practices of the societies in which they saw themselves               

embedded.  

These clerical establishments serves primarily religious functions as centers of islamic           

education. Students from many different countries would come to the school of a reputed cleric to                

acquire a religious education. After their studies, these students might return to their home as imams                

or they might set up a school of their own. In either case, they were likely to maintain strong links                    

with their alma mater. Moreover, these links were often sealed through marriage as students would               

wed their master's daughters and then send their son's back to their master's schools to study. Hence,                 

after a period of several centuries, an integrated network of muslim establishments was created              

across West Africa. 

The creation of these muslim towns was also a response, in part, to the insecurity and                



exaction brought on by the slave raiding and trading that characterized the period and the region.                

The reigning insecurity, where states either victimized their neighbors or their own populations, led              

many communities and segments of society to seek security in new forms of organization. Muslim               

clerics, who commanded a certain number of key resources, including manpower in the form of               

student labor, succeeded in setting up strong autonomous communities. The autonomy of clerical             

towns was manifest in such things as exemption from taxes and inviolability during armed conflict.               

Clerical settlements could also constitute sanctuaries for fugitives from justice and, as far as              

possible, islamic law (shari ah) rather than local customary law was applied in internal affairs. 

A number of such clerical towns played important roles in precolonial senegalese history.             

(MAPPA p 122) Ndakarou remained an independent muslim polity until the french occupied it in               

1857 and started building their city of Dakar on the site. A local civil war also led to the foundation                    

of Mbacké Baol in 1796 from Mame Marame Mbacké (Murid brotherhood founder's, Bamba,             

great-grandfather). During the first half of the nineteenth century Mbacké Baol was an important              

center form islamic scholarship. It maintained close ties with other clerical establishments like with              

Koki in Ndiambour and its branches in Mbacol. For instance, Momar Anta Saly Mbacké, Mame               

Marame's grandson and Bamba's father, was sent to Koki for instruction as a youth and it is there                  

that he met Mor Mouhamad Bousso, whose sister, Mame Diarra, he eventually married. 

During the early eighteenth century some french observers began designating these           

autonomous muslim towns as “republiques maraboutiques”. Prior to the french revolution this term             

republic was used to designate any non monarchic regime. The most famous republic in Europe at                

that time was Venice, a city state ruled by an oligarchy of nobles. This ancien régime usage                 

survived in the nineteenth century when Ndakarou was called “Lebou Republic” by the french.              

Senegambia's precolonial marabout republic where theocratic enclaves. They functioned         

independently of the states in which they were embedded, administrating their own internal affairs              

according to islamic precepts. They were centers of islamic education, but they also had an               

agricultural basis as students labored in the fields during the growing season. Produce from these               

estates permitted the clerics to be economically self-sufficient, an important condition for their             

political autonomy. Many of these clerical centers acquired national and international renown. All             

these centers maintained close relations with each other based on teacher-student relations,            

genealogy and marriage, travel and scholarship, and sometimes trade. They constituted a scholarly             

and commercial network that crossed political borders and that extended eastward across the             

sudanic belt and north into the Sahara where they linked up yet with other muslim networks of                 

scholarship and trade and with the Ottoman empire. 



The autonomous clerical polities of the precolonial period were temporarily eclipsed by the             

jihads of the nineteenth century. Yet they can be seen as precursors, ancestors, of a subsequent                

phenomenon: the new urban foundation of Sufi orders in the late nineteenth and early twentieth               

centuries. Islamic revolutions, or jihads, swept across Senegambia (and French Sudan) with            

increasing frequency during eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Nearly all of them failed in their              

principal objective: the establishment of “just” rule. A common theme throughout these political             

upheavals was slavery, and particularly the conditions under which Muslims were enslaved and sold              

to Christians. Another theme these revolutions had in common is that the clerics faced the               

opposition not only of traditional forces as nobles and warriors, but also of french commercial               

interests in Saint-Louis. The first revolution (1673-77) was ignited on the Saharan side of Fouta               

Toro by a berber cleric Nasr al Din. Backed by the french in Saint-Louis, the traditional aristocracy                 

orchestrated a well-armed repost. A second islamic revolution engulfed Senegambia in 1776-96,            

initiated in Fouta Toro as well but spread to Kayor where it suffered a serious defeat. Armed                 

conflict between Kayor clerics and royal forces erupted again in 1827-30. Last but not least, in 1854                 

Al Hadji Umar Tall embarked upon an extensive jihad in the upper Senegal Valley which failed. In                 

fact nineteenth century jihads in Senegambia were military and political failures. They only             

contributed to the general crisis of precolonial societies and states which preceded and accompanied              

the imposition of colonial rule. 

 

* * * 

 

It is during the process of colonial conquest, initiated by the French administration in              

Saint-Louis in 1854 and only completed in 1890, that a new type of islamic institution, the Sufi                 

tariqah, began to emerge as a social phenomenon. The old clerical lineages, whose settlements and               

networks I discussed before, adopted the institution of the tariqah in response to the new social and                 

political conditions. These orders that now dominated the Senegalese society (Qadiriyya, Tijaniyya,            

Muridiyya and Layennes) were built up in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries on the                

ashes of the old clerical lineages and networks. 

The role of Sufism changed radically in the last decades of the nineteenth century when it                

became a mass phenomenon. This transformation was the result of shifts in the dominant political               

culture, where the traditional elite of nobles and warriors was first defeated and then co-opted by                

the colonial regime, and on the transformation to Senegal's economic geography brought on by              

peanut production. Peanuts were a cash crop. The industrial revolution in France had created a               



market for industrial supplies of peanut oil. Consequently peanut estates made their appearance in              

western region of Kayor and Baol in the 1860s. These estates were most often owned by ceddo                 

(warriors caste), but sometimes buur (kings and chiefs) lineages, and they employed mostly slave              

labor (of which the various jihads and colonial wars further east were generating a ready supply                

despite french prohibitions against slave trading). By 1880, the more entrepreneurial clerics were             

also settling up estates of this sort. Around 1890, however, the period of colonial conquest was                

ending and the ready supplies of new slaves decreased sharply. The peanut estates of the ceddo                

started to experience a labor shortage compounded by the growth of Murid movement, which was               

settling new lands in eastern Baol and which welcomed free people with agricultural skills. 

The early Mourid movement was a movement of peasants and freed slaves (Searing). For              

slaves especially, migration to eastern Baol to join Ahmadou Bamba or one of his brothers               

constituted a form of self-emancipation. The cash crop economy meant that slaves who left their               

masters could get easy access to land and make a viable living on their own, even if this meant                   

“submitting” voluntary to a shaikh. The Mourides, known for using student labor to produce cash               

crop, are often cited as the most successful example of integration into the new colonial economy.                

They opened a large area of new land for cultivation in the peanut bassin: in eastern Kayor and                  

Baol, than in Ferlo (1890-1920), in the new land of Ndoukoumane, and in southern Saloum and Rip                 

(1930-1960). 

The principal tool for this internal colonization was the daara. In some respects it resembles               

the clerical estates of the precolonial period. It is a place of learning, where students (taalibé) were                 

sent to study under a cheikh. However, it was also an agricultural estate, as the talibes would work                  

in the fields of their cheikh. In the Murid case, peanut cultivation in the daaras has been                 

overemphasized. The daaras were tools of self-reliance within Bamba's larger social and spiritual             

project. Peanuts were cultivated for the colonial monetary economy, but so were a variety of other                

crops intended for domestic consumption or the internal murid economy of exchange of gifts and               

solidarity. This same agricultural system with its peculiar student-master labor relations was just as              

characteristic of the Kounta Qadiriyya of Ndiassane, the Sy of Tijaniyya of Tivouavouane, and the               

Niassenne Tijaniyya of Kaolack. The progressive decline of slaveholding in Senegal meant that the              

clerical elite, the emerging tariqahs, capitalized on their advantage an access to very cheap labor.               

The Sufi orders organized a new peasant society around cash crop. The resultant capital              

accumulation was concentrated mostly within these religious institutions. 

Internal sources of the orders suggest a different interpretation of this social reform and              

spiritual revival. In the fact of an alienating colonial regime and the economic dependency it               



fostered, the clerical elite took it upon themselves to spearhead a complete realignment of society.               

The compromised traditional political elite, tainted by slavery, impiety, and submission to the             

french, was unable of creative thinking or action and abdicated its leadership role. In fact, many                

princes, nobles, and slave soldiers joined the Sufi orders as subaltern subjects. Opportunities for              

social and economic fulfillment in the colonial order meant assimilation to a so called “Christian”               

and increasingly atheistic foreign culture. This was impractical for all but a very small minority of                

French-educated urbanites in the coastal cities. The leading clerics of the time (Bamba, Al Hadji               

Malick Sy, Al Hadji Abdoulay Nyass, Amary Ndack Seck, Shaykh Bou Kounta, Sydina Limamou              

Laye) each one on his way and field of action, initiated a cultural revolution, realigning society with                 

islamic norms capable of resisting and then overcoming the hegemonic colonial project. Between             

1880 and 1930 they laid the foundation of mass organizations of national scale. To built these new                 

institutions, they subverted the very tools of colonialism and capitalist penetration: the peanut cash              

crop and the railroads with their trading posts. 

 

 * * * 

 

At the summit of the spiritual hierarchy of a Sufi tariqah is a Caliph. Spiritual head of the                  

order and representative of its founding cheikh. In Senegal these Califs Général are always direct               

male descendents of the founder. The sons of the founder inherit the spiritual mantle, in order of                 

primogeniture, until the last of the generation, and than the mantle passes to one of the grandsons.                 

Beneath the rank of caliphs, Senegal's sufi lineages are subdivided into numerous branches, each              

with its own head, also called Caliph. Below this subcaliphs are the cheikhs and the elders, who                 

have various responsibilities in the day-to-day running of affairs. Below these again are the              

rank-and-file members of the order, the talibés (students) murid (seekers). To this rather standard              

traditional islamic organizational structure, the sufi orders of Senegal have grafted a number of              

modern administrative organs, mostly borrowed from the civil administrative structures of the            

modern nation state, including sometimes its practices of territorial subdivision, or else modeled on              

the structures of political parties or trade union. These modern forms of organization include a large                

number of voluntary associations which are generally designated as dahira (circle in arabic).             

Associations of rank-and-file talibes, sometimes under the patronage of a cheikh, which concern             

themselves with organizing religious event, fund-raising, dissemination of information, charitable          

services,... Born in urban contexts, the dahira is today the main religious form of organization of the                 

migrant communities. 



Senegal's Sufi orders are first and foremost religious institutions, serving educational and            

devotional purposes. Yet, with millions of affiliated, they are also social institutions. They regulate              

relations between individuals and between families, facilitate relations with authorities and           

administrative agencies, mobilize resources, shape migrations and forms of mobility…. They are            

major institutions of Senegal's civil society in that they function outside of state structures yet are in                 

perpetual relations with them. These orders are quintessential networks. Proportionately very little            

of their activity is institutionally structured. Mostly, agency is channeled through personal            

relationships, and principally that between seriñ and talibé. The taalibé submits voluntary to a              

cheikh, who himself is the taalibé of a cheikh higher up the mystic chain. The talibé owes his cheikh                   

fidelity and gifts or offerings (hadiyya). In return the cheikh educates the talibe along the sufi path.                 

Each talibe is unique and the cheikh will determine the appropriate spiritual path he or she will                 

follow. The cheikh will also help the talibe with personal family, or professional needs as these                

arise over a course of this long term relationships. Many scholars has called this relationship a                

“social contract”. It is the foundation of a complex social system. But it will be a mistake to view                   

senegal's sufi orders only in terms of hierarchic relationships. The horizontal relations within the              

orders, those between the taalibes themselves, independently of their cheikh, sometimes formalized            

within voluntary associations sometimes not, are just as important to the functioning of the              

networks, especially in migratory contexts. 

 

Senegalese Sufi orders have developed and grown during the colonial period and since             

independence, their networks have developed as well. This has greatly developed the growth of the               

cities that serve as their capitals, their holy shrine, like Touba for the Murid. The creation of                 

modern, national urban network in Senegal is usually seen as a product of french rule. French                

created, beginning in the seventeenth century, a number of coastal towns which, by 1880 ha become                

known as the four municipalities: Saint-Louis, Gorée, Rufisque and Dakar. Legally assimilated to             

french territory the towns operates like any other french municipality. French trade was futher              

served by factories and escales: trading centers where a european company had a permanent              

resident “factor”, to conduct its business, and a “landing” (escale), an agreed upon place where               

traders from Saint-Louis arrived each year to trade locally (for slaves, grain, wax, gum arabic). In                

no case did the trading rights of europeans or their agents translate into sovereignty. This posts were                 

under the sovereignty of african states. 

The colonial conquest of the interior inaugurated a new type of territorialization. The             

maritime-riverine network was supplemented by a rail one: first the Dakar Saint-Louis (1882-86)             



and then the Dakar Bamako Niger (1903-23). Apart from military logistics, the railroads were              

designed principally for the purpose of extracting the peanut harvest and transporting it from the               

interior to the ports for shipment to France. By analogy with the Senegal River, these railroads were                 

equipped at regular intervals with escales of their own. The escale ferroviaires were rail stops where                

peanut from surrounding areas were marketed. As colonial rule evolved, the rail escales also served               

to anchor embryonic colonial civil services and administration: tax office, court house, medical             

dispensary, primary school, post office... In this colonial system, the four municipalities and the              

escale were “urban” places. Everywhere beyond this network linked to the rail where considered              

“rural”. Authority in “rural” areas was exercised by chefs de villages and de canton, members of the                 

traditional nobility. But this modern urban network was not so one-sidedly determined by french              

agency. The emerging sufi orders contributed greatly to the process, either by investing the nodes of                

colonial networks or else by creating nodes of their own. The religious activities of the orders, pious                 

visits and pilgrimages, mosque and shrines construction, the running of islamic schools, the             

marketing of produce from order-owned agricultural estates, tariqa administration, and the           

provisioning of religious and charitable services, were all part of the urbanization process during              

colonial period. 

The creation of a number of sufi cities and orders, of various sizes, and of a number of sufi                   

networks, varying in scope, is a fundamental characteristic of modern Senegalese geography and             

history, one which constitutes something of a challenge to the master narrative of colonialism and               

modernity. It provides an example not only of discrepant modernity but also of transcolonialism.              

These social projects and group strategies can transcend the great historical divide that colonialism              

is though to represent. Touba, the holy city of muridism, has been created during the colonial period                 

but cannot be called a colonial entity. Many mourides view Touba and C. A. Bamba in anticolonial                 

terms. The very tools of colonial alienation, the peanut cash crop, and the railroads with their                

escales were converted by the order for their own purposes. Nowhere is the co-option of the                

colonial project more evident than in the configuration of the Djourbel Touba railroad. Railroads              

represented progress and the opening up of the region to commerce. The facts that railroad               

construction across the continent required various forms of forced labor and that they served mainly               

to extract wealth were not allowed to spoil their image as agents and symbols of colonial era                 

modernity. Yet the mourid were able to subvert the railroad to their own ends. Ideologically, the                

purpose Djourbel Touba line was to built the mosque, not to export peanuts. Not only did murid                 

finance construction, they provide the labor, voluntary, not forced. 

In the Seventies of the twentieth century the murid brotherhood landed at the heart of               



modern senegalese society: the University of Dakar. These achievement is explained today with the              

failure of leftist movements that had led the struggle for independence and its pan-africanist              

ambition. This profound disappointment turned into a revisitation of the figure of Bamba as an               

African Che Guevara able to redeem a true african (and muslim) identity just as he peacefully (not                 

jihadisticaly) opposed the french invasion. This revision of historical memory was a huge success in               

the younger generation of students and far beyond. It is in these context the the term muridism, in                  

reference to socialist ideologies, has emerged. No other brotherhood can boast such a political              

hagiography or such terminolgy and even such a participation. 

The wave of liberalization that has invested most of the African states since the eighties of the                 

twentieth century has deeply undermined their societies and economies. This ongoing upheaval has             

produced two important phenomenon: a migratory movement that has pushed millions of people to              

leave the continent in the direction of European countries and North America; and a renewal of                

religious power and its role in society to the point that some scholars have spoken of a                 

re-Islamization and re-evangelization of African societies. Instead of weakening or relativizing the            

importance of Sufi orders, these phenomena have turned them into real protagonists of the diaspora               

on one side and the reconfiguration of the religious scene from another. In the murid world, this                 

passage was marked with the birth of new charismatic figures and the consequent affirmation or               

consolidation of different movements within the brotherhood. Despite the new generations of the             

descendants of the founding fathers fragments the clerical lineages of the marabouts, these new              

religious leaders do not undermine the unity of the order but have diversified its languages, cultural                

references, iconographies, ritual performances. The contexts of the transnational communities, in           

turn, strengthen the global connections while renewing their ties with the holy city of Touba. If the                 

central caliphate power seems to come out weakened by this progressive fragmentation, it is              

precisely the role and the image of Touba that constitute the true unifying principle inside and                

outside the country's borders. Today the migratory networks innervated by religious ties extend far              

beyond Europe and North America. They have built routes to other African and North African               

countries, as they are consolidating in Brazil an South America. But the new frontiers of the murid                 

migation and exchanges with its spiritual metropolis seem to be located between the United Arab               

Emirates, some countries of Southeast Asia and China. In all these contexts the talibés and the                

numerous dahira that they animate constitute locations and communities in which forms of             

solidarity, ritual practices and economic transactions constantly watch the holy city of Touba as its               

glorious past and future. 
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